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1. INTRODUCTION
w xLet g : R ª R be a continuous function and let q : a, b = R = R ª R
<  . <  .satisfy the Caratheodory conditions and be such that q t, x, y F e t for
w x  . 2  .almost every t g a, b and all x, y g R , where e ? is a Lebesgue
integrable function. The study of existence and multiplicity of solutions to
various boundary value problems associated to the nonlinear second-order
differential equation
u0 q g u s q t , u , u9 , t g a, b 1.1 .  .  .  .
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is a classical topic in the applications of Nonlinear Analysis to Ordinary
Differential Equations. In many important cases, the boundary conditions
associated to the differential operator u ¬ yu0 ensure the existence of
an unbounded sequence of eigenvalues l - l - . . . - l . . . . In view of1 2 n
elementary counterexamples which can be found when g is linear, one is
 .usually led to study Eq. 1.1 under assumptions that prevent the possibility
 . < <of g x rx being ``close'' to an eigenvalue, at least for x large. From this
point of view, a possible way to classify various boundary value problems
 .  .involving 1.1 is to distinguish the behaviour of g x rx, as x ª "`, into
 .  .the case when g x rx is below the first eigenvalue g sublinear , the case
 .when g x rx is between two consecutive eigenvalues or it crosses a finite
 .  .number of them g semilinear , and the case when g x rx crosses an
 .arbitrarily large number of eigenvalues g superlinear . In this latter case,
that is when
lim g x rx s q`, 1.2 .  .
< <x ªq`
it can be seen that there are no a priori bounds for the possible solutions
 . of 1.1 with respect to various kind of boundary conditions like the
.periodic or the Sturm]Liouville conditions . This makes the superlinear
case somehow more delicate to deal with, and it explains the relative
scarcity of results in this direction until a few years ago see also the
w x.introduction in 4 .
 .Existence and multiplicity theorems for various BVPs associated to 1.1
with g having superlinear growth at infinity have been obtained using
different approaches: phase-plane analysis combined with the shooting
w xmethod or fixed point theorems for planar homeomorphisms in 9, 21 ;
w xusing critical point theory in 1, 20 and using continuation methods based
w xon Leray]Schauder degree or coincidence degree in 3]5 .
The first of the above approaches requires the global existence and the
 .uniqueness of the solutions for the Cauchy problem associated to 1.1 . We
note though that, even if the global existence of the solutions in the
w xinterval a, b is guaranteed, uniqueness is not satisfied in general. A
 w x.smoothing procedure on the equation see 9, 21 can be performed then,
in order to avoid extra assumptions on g and q.
w xCritical point theorems, used in 1, 20 for the existence and multiplicity
of periodic solutions, can be employed successfully to a wide class of
problems having variational structure as well. Nevertheless, applications of
 .  .these results to Eq. 1.1 usually require the technical condition g x x G
x < <kH g ) 0, for x large and k ) 2. This condition is however less general0
 .  .  < < .than 1.2 since it does not cover functions like g x s x log x q 1 .
w xIn some recent articles, 3]5, 10 , some continuation theorems in the
frame of topological degree have been developed in order to deal with
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boundary value problems with lack of a priori bounds for the solutions.
Those results are based on the use of a new continuous functional which
takes only integer values on the solutions of the equation. In the applica-
tions, such integers represent ``number of rotations.'' The method applies
successfully provided we can find a priori bounds for those solutions with a
fixed rotation number. This approach seems to be particularly well suited
for superlinear problems for scalar equations where solutions with large
norm have a strong oscillatory behaviour.
In recent years, and motivated by various significant applications to
non-Newtonian fluid theory, diffusion of flows in porous media, nonlinear
elasticity, and theory of capillary surfaces, several authors have proposed
the study of equations for which the differential operator is no longer the
  ..linear one u ¬ u0, but it takes a form like u ¬ f u9 9, with f : R ª R a
monotone function. The case when
< < py2s s for s / 0f s s f s [ 1.3 .  .  .p  0 for s s 0,
for p ) 1 a fixed real number, corresponds to the so-called one-dimen-
sional p-Laplacian, which has been widely investigated in a series of
 w x .  .papers see 2, 6]8 , and their references . In this situation, the nonlinear
differential operator is homogeneous and this helps in the definition of a
  ..  .spectral theory for the eigenvalue problem f u9 9 q lf u s 0, withp p
the appropriate boundary conditions. Thus, in particular, one can repro-
duce nonresonance results of the form ``below'' the first eigenvalue and
``between'' two consecutive eigenvalues for the equation
f u9 9 q g u s q t , u , u9 . .  .  . .p
The corresponding assumptions on g are now expressed by means of the
 .  .asymptotic behaviour of g x rf x .p
Let us consider now the differential equation
f u9 9 q h t , u , u9 s 0, 1.4 .  .  . .
where f : R ª R is a nonlinear increasing map, not necessarily homoge-
 .neous. For the solvability of BVPs associated to 1.4 on a finite interval
w xa, b , the present state of the art seems to be not yet completely satisfac-
tory. One way to attack this problem is to search first for a ``good'' spectral
 .   ..pseudospectral theory for the general differential operator u ¬ f u9 9
subject to various boundary conditions.
w x  .In 11 , we started with the study of 1.4 for a Neumann problem on the
w x  .  .  .interval a, b with h t, u, u9 s f t, u y q t , assuming that
f is an odd increasing homeomorphism of R onto R, 1.5 .
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satisfying the lower s-condition
f s x .
lim inf ) 1, ;s ) 1, 1.6 .
f xxªq`  .
the upper s-condition
f s x .
lim sup - q`, ;s ) 1, 1.7 .
f x .xªq`
w xand a one-sided growth restriction on frf. Subsequently in 12 , dealing
with the Dirichlet BVP, we define some eigenvalue-like constants looking
at large norm solutions of the equation
f u9 9 q lf u s 0, u a s 0 s u b , .  .  .  . .
by using a time-mapping approach. As a consequence, we were able to
obtain an existence result of the type ``between two eigenvalues.'' Other
 .quasilinear cases of the form ``crossing a finite number of pseudo
w xeigenvalues'' have been discussed in 13, 15 .
w xIn the present paper we continue the research initiated in 11 address-
ing our study to a ``superlinear problem'' for the strongly nonlinear
equation
f u9 9 q g u s q t , u , u9 , t g a, b , 1.8 .  .  .  .  . .
 .with condition 1.2 being now replaced by its natural extension
g x .
lim s q`. 1.9 .
f x< <  .x ªq`
 .Heuristically, and in view of the definition of pseudo eigenvalues for
  .. w x  .  .  .f u9 9 in 12 , we can say that 1.9 means that g x rf x crosses an
 .arbitrarily large number of pseudo eigenvalues, having thus a ``parallel-
 .ism'' between this case and the classical superlinear case for Eq. 1.1 .
At this point we are in a position to state our main result which reads as
follows.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 1.1. Assume 1.5 , 1.6 , 1.7 , and 1.9 , hold. Then, for each
 .  .  .A, B g R, Eq. 1.8 has a sequence u of solutions with u a s A,n n n
 . <  . < < X  . <u b s B and such that u t q u t ª q`, as n ª `, uniformly onn n n
w xt g a, b . Moreo¨er, there is n* such that, for each n G n*, the solution un
 .has n y 1 zeros in a, b .
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Similar results can be obtained for the periodic problem and also for
 .general Sturm-Liouville BVPs, including the Neumann conditions u9 a s
 .u9 b s 0.
The plan of this article is the following. In Section 2, we state the
problem and develop some of the ingredients for the proof of our main
theorem. In Section 3, we perform some phase-plane analysis for a
2  .first-order differential system in R which is related to 1.8 . In particular,
we give some estimates for the number of rotations of the solutions around
 .the origin of the plane and show that 1.9 implies fast oscillations for large
norm solutions. We do this by a time-mapping method. It is at this place
that we use the lower and upper s-conditions. It seems worth noticing
that these assumptions, which are crucial also in the definition of the
 w x.eigenvalue-like constants for the f-operator see 12 are related to
analogous conditions for the N-functions used in the definition of Orlicz
and Orlicz]Sobolev spaces. In Section 4, we consider an abstract setting
and introduce a duality theorem needed for our main result which is then
proved in Section 5. For this we combine rotation estimates with a
w xcontinuation theorem from 5 . Finally, in Section 6, we show that our
approach can be used to study large norm radial solutions for the p-Lapla-
cian operator in annular domains.
We end this introduction, by recalling, for the reader's convenience, the
main abstract tool that we will use in the proof of our existence and
 w x.multiplicity result see 5, 17 .
< <LEMMA 1.1. Let X be a real Banach space with norm ? X and let
w xG : X = 0, 1 ª X be a completely continuous operator for which we define
S [ u , l : u s G u , l . 4 .  .
w x w xDenote, for any subset D ; X = 0, 1 , the section of D at l g 0, 1 , by
  . 4  .D [ x g X : x, l g D and set also G [ G ?, l .l l
w x w .Suppose there is a continuous map k : X = 0, 1 ª R [ 0, q` suchq
that the following conditions are satisfied:
 .  .  .i There exists R ) 0 such that k u, l g N for all u, l g S, with1
< <u G R;X
 . y1 4i k n l S is bounded for each n g N.2
Let k be an integer such that0
< <k ) sup k u , l : u , l g S , u F R 4 .  . X0
and consider, for any integer j ) k , the topological degree0
x V [ deg I y G , V , 0 , .  .j LS 0 j
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 y1 . .where V > k j l S is an open bounded subset of X for which thej 0
 y1 .Leray]Schauder degree deg is defined and such that V l S s k jLS j 0
.l S . If , for some integer j ) k and some open set V ,0 0 j
 .  .i x V / 0,3 j
 .then the operator G has at least one fixed point u such that k u, 1 s j.Ä Ä1
w xThe following notation is used throughout the paper: For I s a, b , we
p .  .consider the standard Lebesgue spaces L I with 1 F p F ` with the
< < 0 . 1 .usual ? -norms. By C I and C I we denote, respectively, the Banachp
spaces of continuous and continuously differentiable functions u : I ª R
< <with norms u and`
5 5 < < < <u s u q u9 .` `
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Let f be an odd increasing homeomorphism of R, satisfying the lower
and upper s-conditions. Let g : R ª R be a continuous function and let
q : I = R = R ª R be a Caratheodory function such that
< <q t , x , y F e t , for a.e. t g I and for all x , y g R, A .  .  .0
1 .where e g L I .
We consider the Dirichlet problem
f u9 9 q g u s q t , u , u9 , t g a, b .  .  .  . .
D .  u a s A , u b s B , .  .
where A, B g R are given constants. We will prove that there are in-
finitely many solutions under the hypothesis that g grows faster than f at
infinity, that is, assuming
g x .
lim s q`. A .1f x< <  .x ªq`
w x  .As in 11 , by a solution u to the equation in D or to some analogous
equations considered below, we mean a continuously differentiable func-
 .tion with f u9 absolutely continuous and such that the corresponding
equation is satisfied for almost every y g I.
Throughout this article, we will also assume, without loss of generality,
that
g x x ) 0, ; x / 0. 2.1 .  .
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 .  . < <Indeed, since A implies that g x x ) 0 for x large, if necessary, we1
 .can always modify the function g x in a neighborhood of x s 0 and add a
 .corresponding bounded term to the function q in order to have 2.1
 .  .fulfilled as well as A and A .0 1
The proof of our result is based on Lemma 1.1 and thus we embed
 .problem D into a one-parameter family of problems of the form
f u9 9 q g* u , l s lq t , u , u9 , t g a, b .  .  .  . .
D .l  u a s l A , u b s lB , .  .
w x w xwith l g 0, 1 and g* : R = 0, 1 ª R a continuous function such that
 .  .  .  .g* x, l s 1 y l g x q lg x , with0
< < < <g : R ª R odd and such that g x ) g x , ; x / 0. 2.2 .  .  .0 0
 .In this manner, for l s 1 we have problem D , while, for l s 0 we move
to the ``simpler'' autonomous problem
f u9 9 q g u s 0 t g a, b .  .  . . 0D .0  u a s u b s 0. .  .
The choice of g odd will simplify some topological degree computations0
in Section 5.
Let us define the functions
s s s
y1F s s f t dt , F# s s f t dt , G s s g t dt. .  .  .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
We note that F# is the Legendre transform of the convex function F see
w x. 18 . With this respect, we also introduce the following function L see
w x.19, p. 282 which is related to a classical formula in the convex duality,
L s s sf s y F s s F# f s , 2.3 .  .  .  .  . .
for all s g R. We denote by Fy1 and Fy1 the right and left inverses of) , r ) , l
F#, respectively, and we use the same notation for the right and left
w xinverses of G and L . Finally, we take from 11, 12 the definition of the
 .  .time-mapping for the pair f, g , which, using 2.3 , can be written now as
dsR
T R [ . 2.4 .  .Hg y1L G R y G s .  . .0 r
w xWe refer to 11, 12 for various computations which allow us to estimate
 .the upper and lower limits of T R as R ª q`. In particular, we observeg
 .  .that from 2.1 it follows that the map R ¬ T R is continuous ong
q  .R [ 0, q` .
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LEMMA 2.1. Let f satisfy the upper s-condition and suppose that g
 .satisfies A . Then,1
lim T R s 0. .g
Rªq`
 .Proof. Using A , given any L ) 0, we can find a d ) 0, such that1 L
 .  . w xg x G Lf x , for all x G d . Hence, integrating on s, R , for d F s - R,L L
 .  .   .  ..we have G R y G s G L F R y F s and therefore,
ds dsR R
F .H Hy1 y1L G R y G s L L F R y F s .  .  .  . .  . .d dr rL L
Hence,
dsdL
T R F T R q .  . Hg L f y1L G R y G s .  . .0 r
dsdLy .H y1L L F R y F s .  . . .0 r
w  .xNow, from 11, Lemma 3.1 i , we have that
lim sup T R F lim sup T R [ T L . .  .  .g L f q
Rªq` Rªq`
wSince f satisfies the upper s-condition, then according to 12, Theorem
x q q .3.2 , we know that for any T ) 0, there is a L s L T such that0 0
 . qT L - T , for all L ) L . Hence,q 0
lim sup T R F e , for all e ) 0, .g
Rªq`
and thus the lemma is proved.
Finally, for our computations, we need a property relating the growth of
y1  .f with that of F#. This is a consequence of the lower s-condition 1.6
and reads as follows:
LEMMA 2.2. Assume f satisfies the lower s-condition, then
< y1 <F x f x .  .
lim sup - 1, and lim s 0. 2.5 .
xf x F# x< < .  .x ªq`< <x ªq`
Moreo¨er, there is a constant K ) 1 such that
sf s F K 1 q L s , ;s g R. 2.6 .  .  . .
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 .Proof. First of all, we claim that there are constants m g 0, 1 and
 .  .n ) 0 such that F s F m sf s for all s G n . Indeed, for each s ) 0, we
have
ssr2
F s s F 2 sr2 s f q f F F sr2 q sf s r2. .  .  .  .H H
0 sr2
Hence,
F s F sr2 q sf s r2 1 f sr2 1 .  .  .  .
F F q .
sf s sf s 2 f s 2 .  .  .
By the lower s-condition, we know that there are n ) 0 and k ) 1 such
 .  .  .  .that f s rf sr2 s f 2 sr2 rf sr2 ) k for all s G n and therefore, we
have that
F s 1 1 .
F m [ q 1 - 1, ;s G n 2.7 . /sf s 2 k .
 .and the claim is proved. From this, the first condition in 2.5 follows. Now,
 .from 2.7 we have that, s ) n ,
s y1F 1 y m f s , 2.8 .  .  . .
L s .
y1 .  .  .and thus, setting s s f x in 2.8 and recalling 2.3 , we obtain that, for
 .x G f n ,
fy1 x . y1F 1 y m x . 2.9 .  . .
F# x .
 .Hence, from the oddness of f, the second condition in 2.5 follows.
 .  .Using again 2.8 and the oddness of f, we have that sf s F
 .y1  . < <  .1 y m L s for s G n . On the other hand, sf s is bounded on
w xyn , n and therefore, we can find a positive constant k such that
y1sf s F 1 y m L s q k , ;s g R. .  .  .
 .From this inequality, 2.6 easily follows.
 .   ..Remark. From 2.8 it follows that lim srL s s 0, as a conse-< s < ª`
 .quence of the lower s-condition. Also, from 2.9 , we have that
 .lim xrF# x s 0, which implies that< x < ª`
Fy1 x .) , r
lim s 0, 2.10 .
x< <x ª`
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w xa property already obtained in 12 that we will employ in the proof of
Lemma 3.3.
3. BASIC LEMMAS
w xLet l g 0, 1 . We consider first the initial value problem
f u9 9 q g* u , l s lq s, u , u9 .  .  . .
IP . X u t s u u9 t s u , .  .0 0 0 0
 . w x  . x  .associated to D , where t g a, b . Define G* x, l s H g* s, l ds andl 0 0
 .  .observe that, by 2.1 and 2.2 , we have
w xG* x , l G 0, ; x , l g R = 0, 1 . 3.1 .  .  .
For the sake of generality, and in view of possible different applications
 .like the one in Section 7 , we prove the next result for a wider class of
1 .functions q. Accordingly, let us assume there is an e g L I such that
< < < <q t , u , ¨ F e t 1 q f ¨ , for a.e. t g I , ;¨ g R. 3.2 .  .  .  . .
  .  . .Clearly, 3.2 follows from A . Then we have:0
 .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose f satisfies the lower s-condition and assume 3.1
 .and 3.2 . Then, gi¨ en any R ) 0, there exists an R G R , with R depend-1 2 1 2
ing only on R , such that1
< < w xu t , u9 t F R , for all t g a, b , .  . . 2
 . < X . <whene¨er u is a solution of IP such that u , u F R .0 0 1
< . <Here and henceforth, x, y denotes the usual euclidean norm of
 . 2x, y g R .
 .Proof. Let u be a solution of IP and consider the equivalent system
u9 s fy1 y , y9 s yg* u , l q lq t , u , u9 . .  .  .
Let us set
V t s F# y t q G* u t , l q 1 s L u9 t q G* u t , l q 1. .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
Differentiating V with respect to t we obtain
V 9 t s fy1 y t yg* u t , l q lq t , u t , u9 t .  .  .  .  . .  .  . .
q g* u t , l u9 t .  . .
s lq t , u t , u9 t fy1 y t s lq t , u t , u9 t u9 t , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .
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 .for almost every t g I, so that, using 3.2 , the estimate
< < < < < <V 9 t F e t 1 q f u9 t u9 t , for a.e. t g I , .  .  .  . . .
<  . < < <follows. Observe now that since f s ª q` as s ª q`, we can find a
constant K ) 1 such that1
< < < <K 1 q f s s G 1 q f s s , ;s g R .  . .  .1
and then
< < < <V 9 t F K e t 1 q f u9 t u9 t , a.e. in I. .  .  .  . . .1
 .On the other hand, from the lower s-condition, we have condition 2.6
of Lemma 2.2 satisfied and thus we can conclude that
< < < <V 9 t F L e t 1 q L u9 t , .  .  . . .
 .for a suitable constant L ) K . Hence, from 3.1 , we find1
< < < <V 9 t F L e t V t , for a.e. t g I .  .  .
 < < .and thus, there is a constant K s exp L e independent of t such that12 0
V t F K V t s K L u9 q G* u , l q 1 .  .  .  . .2 0 2 0 0
X < <F K 1 q max L u q G* u , l [ c , ; t g I. 4 .  .2 0 0 1X /< . <u , u FR0 0 1
w xlg 0, 1
 .   ..Now, as V t G L u9 t for every t, we can write
< < y1 y1u9 t F L V t F L c [ c , .  .  . .r r 1 2
< <which yields u9 F c and hence` 2
t
< < < < < <u t F u q u9 s ds F u q c [ c , .  .H0 0 2 3
t0
5 5implying that u F c q c . Now the result follows.2 3
The following result is valid under the same assumptions of Lemma 3.1.
 . 2 2COROLLARY 3.1. The Elastic Property . Let h : R ª R be a homeo-
morphism. Then, gi¨ en any R ) 0, there exists an R G R , with R depend-1 2 1 2
<   .  .. < w xing only on R , such that h u t , u9 t G R for all t g a, b whene¨er u is1 1
a solution of
f u9 9 q g* u , l s lq t , u , u9 , t g a, b .  .  .  . .
D .l  u a s l A , u b s lB , .  .
5 5such that u G R .2
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Next, let us define
f * t , u , ¨ , l [ g* u , l y lq t , u , ¨ , 3.3 .  .  .  .
and set
B y A
g t s g t , l [ l t y a q A , .  .  . /b y a
y1
g s g l [ l B y A b y a . .  .  .1 1
We also define a constant D ) 0 by0
B y A
< < < < 4D [ q max A , B q 1.0 b y a
1 . w xWe now define the functional k : C I = 0, 1 ª R by
k u , l .
1 b
s u9 y g l f u9 q f * t , u , u9 u y g t , l .  .  .  . . .H 1p a
=d u y g t , l , f u9 dt , .  . .
2  .   2 2 .4where d : R ª R is defined by d u, ¨ s min 1, 1r u q ¨ .
 .  .  .To explain the meaning of k ?, ? , suppose that u ? is a solution of Dl
such that
< < < <u t , u9 t G D and u t y g t , l , f u9 t G 1 ; t g I , .  .  .  .  . .  . .0
3.4 .
and set
z t s z t , l [ u t y g t , l . 3.5 .  .  .  .  .
 .It is easy to see that at any time t where z t s 0, we must have
<  . < < <  .  .  .z9 t ) B y A r b y a and hence, z9 t / 0. Therefore, z ? has a finite
number of zeros in I, and all of them are simple. Observe that
y s f z9 q g l , y9 s yf * t , u , u9 .  . .1
 .  .  .  .and hence y t / 0 and y t z9 t ) 0 for any t where z t s 0. Also, by
 .  .  .the definition of z ? , we have that z a s z b s 0.
Now, let t - t be two consecutive zeros of z. Just to fix the ideas, let1 2
 .  .  .  .us suppose that z t ) 0 for all t g t , t . Then, z9 t ) 0 ) z9 t and1 2 1 2
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 .  .  .   .  ..  .also y t ) 0 ) y t . Setting u t s arctan y t rz t for t g t , t , we1 2 1 2
  ..   ..q yhave that lim yu t s ypr2 and lim yu t s pr2. More-t ª t t ª t1 2
over,
fy1 y t y g l y t q z t f * t , u t , u9 t .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .1yu 9 t s . 2 2z t q y t .  .
and thus, recalling the definition of d , we have
1 t2 u9 y g l f u9 q f * t , u , u9 u y g t , l .  .  .  . . .H 1p t1
= d u y g t , l , f u9 dt s y1. .  . .
Finally, we can use Corollary 3.1 and find a constant R G 1 such that0
 .  . 5 53.4 holds provided that u is a solution of D with u G R . Inl 0
conclusion, we have proved the following
 .LEMMA 3.2. There is an R G 1 such that if u is a any solution of D0 l
5 5  .  .with u G R , then k u, l is a positi¨ e integer and the function z t s0
 .  .  . w xu t y g t, l has precisely k u, l q 1 zeros in a, b .
The next result contains the key property of the functional k counting
  .  ..the number of rotations around the origin of z t , y t . It says that
solutions rotate as fast as we like when their amplitude is large enough.
LEMMA 3.3. Let R as in Lemma 3.2 and suppose f satisfies the lower0
 .  .and the upper s-conditions and that A and A hold. Then, gi¨ en any0 1
 .  .j g N, there exists R j G R such that whene¨er u is a solution of D ,0 l
5 5u G R j implies k u , l G j. .  .
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.3 is quite technical and uses some
w xestimates previously developed in 12 . For this reason, we give only a
sketchy outline of it, without entering in the detailed computations which
w xare entirely similar to those of 12 .
 . w xLet u be a solution of D for some l g 0, 1 , and suppose thatl
5 5  .  .u G R , with R as in Lemma 3.2. We know then that z ? s u ? y0 0
 .g ?, l has precisely n q 1 zeros in I, where n is a positive integer such
 .that n s k u, l .
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 .We rewrite D as the systeml
¡ y1u9 s f y q lQ t . .~S 3.6y9 s yg* u , l .  . .l ¢u a s l A , u b s lB , .  .
 . t   .  .. < <where Q t [ H q s, u s , u9 s ds is a continuous function with Q F`a
< <   .  ..e e ? being defined in A .1 0
 .From A we know that for any L ) 0 there is D s D such that1 L
< <g* s, l s G Lf s s, for s G D 3.7 .  .  .
and, without restriction, we can assume D ) 2 D , with D as defined0 0
< < above. Then, given any R s R ) D q e , by the ``elastic property'' i.e.,1L
.  . <  . < <  . <Corollary 3.1 , we can find h R ) R such that u t q y t G R, for all
w x 5 5  .t g a, b , whenever u G h R .
 .Next, we introduce the following definition: we say that u ? crosses the
 . y q  . y qinterval yD , D , if there exist t , t g a, b , with t - t , such that0 0 i i i i
< y < < q < y qu t s u t s D , u t u t - 0 .  .  .  .i i 0 i i
 .  .  y q.  .and u t g yD , D for all t g t , t . We will denote by k* u, l the0 0 i i
number of such crossings.
 .Comparing the definition of k u, l , which counts the number of zeros
 . w .  . <  .  . <of z ? in a, b , to that of k* u, l and using the fact that u t y z t -
D - Dr2, for all t g I, we find that0
k* u , l s k u , l y 1. .  .
w xArguing then as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in 12 , we define the sets
< <w xE R s t g a, b : u t F D 4 .  .1
< < <w xE R s t g a, b : y t F e 4 .  . 12
< < < < < <w xE R s t g a, b : u t ) D , y t ) e . 4 .  .  . 13
<  . < <  . < <  . <Clearly, we have that E R q E R q E R s b y a.1 2 3
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w xFollowing 12 , we find that the measure of these sets can be estimated
as
2 k* u , l q 1 D . .
< <E R F , .1 y1 < <f R y D y e .1
< <2 k* u , l q 1 e . . 1
< <E R F , .2 < <Lf R y e .1
b y a
< <E R F 2 k* u , l q 1 T R q .  .  . .3 L f 4
Fy1 L Lf R y L . .), rq ,
Af R y L .
 . y1 < < . y1  . qwhere L s b y a f 2 e . Recalling that F s rs ª 0 as s ª q`1 ), r
  ..see 2.10 , we can take R sufficiently large in order that
Fy1 L Lf R y L b y a . .), r
- .
Af R y L 4 .
Hence we obtain
< <b y a D e 1
F q q T R . .L fy1 < << <4 k* u , l q 1 Lf R y ef R y D y e .  . . . 11
Setting now, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1
T L s lim sup T R , .  .q L f
Rªq`
U 5 5  .we can find an R* s R so large that for R ) R* and u G h R ,L
b y a
F 8T L . .qk* u , l q 1 .
w xThis result combined with 12, Theorem 3.2 , proves that for every j g N,
 .  .there exists R j G R such that whenever u is a solution of D , with0 l
5 5  .  .u G R j , then k* u, l G j y 1. Hence the lemma.
4. ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND
A DUALITY THEOREM
Let us consider the auxiliary quasilinear problem
y f u9 9 s h t .  . .
O .  u a s A , u b s B , .  .
1 .where h g L I and A, B g R are given constants. Suppose that u is a
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 .  .solution of the equation in O with u a s 0, and set
c s f u9 a . . .
 .After two integrations of the equation in O and taking into account the
 .boundary condition for u ? at t s a, we find that
t y1u t s A q f c y H s ds [ u t , c , .  .  . .H
a
 . s  .  .where H s s H h t dt. It is easy to see that u b, ? is continuous, strictlya
 .increasing, and that u b, c ª "` as c ª "`. Hence there is a unique
 .  . 1 .c s c h, A, B such that u b, c s B. Thus for each h g L I and A, B
 .g R, there is a unique solution u of O given by
t y1u t s u t ; h , A , B s A q f c h , A , B y H s ds. .  .  .  . .H
a
Clearly this solution satisfies
b y1u b , c h , A , B s A q f c h , A , B y H s ds s B. .  .  . .  .H
a
1 . 2 1  .   ..Define then K : L I = R ª C by K h, A, B s u ?, c h, A, B .0
LEMMA 4.1. The operator K is continuous and sends any set B = M with
1 . 2B ; L I equi-integrable and M ; R bounded, into a relati¨ ely compact
1 .set of C I .
The proof of this lemma follows by slightly modifying the proof of
w xLemma 2.2 in 12 and it is otherwise standard, thus we omit it.
Consider now the problem
Ãy f u9 9 s f t , u , u9, l .  . .
P .Ãf  u a s l A , u b s lB , .  .
Ãw x w xwhere A, B g R are fixed constants, l g 0, 1 , and f : a, b = R = R =
w x0, 1 ª R satisfies the Caratheodory assumptions. In the subsequent ap-
Ã  .plications, we have f s f * with f * defined in 3.3 .
1 1 Ã . w x  .  .   .  . .Let N : C I = 0, 1 ª L I , N u, l s f ?, u ? , u9 ? , l denote theÃ Ãf f
Nemyckiõ operator corresponding to the right hand side of the equation ofÆ
 .P . It is known that N is continuous and maps bounded sets intoÃ Ãf f
equi-integrable sets. Let us also set
Ä Ä 1 1 2w xN u , l [ N u , l , l A , lB , N : C I = 0, 1 ª L I = R . .  .  .  . .Ã Ã Ãf f f
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Thus, setting
ÄG [ K( NÃf
1 . w x 1 .we obtain that G : C I = 0, 1 ª C I is a completely continuous oper-
 .ator. Furthermore, problem P can be equivalently written asÃf
u s G u , l . .
 .Next, in view of condition i of Lemma 1.1, we need to compute the3
w xdegree for l s 0. To this end, we state a result, based on 16 , relating the
Leray]Schauder degree ``deg ''of an operator of the form I y G inLS 0
1 .C I with the Brouwer degree ``deg '' of a real valued shooting-typeB
  ..mapping. This result will be applied in Section 5 to the equation f u9 9
 .q g u s 0. Anyhow, for sake of generality and according to the notation0
Ã .  .introduced above, let us consider the function f t, x, y [ f t, x, y, 0 and
 .let G s G ?, 0 the associated operator. In this case, as l s 0, we have0
1 . 1 . 1 .that G : C I ª C I ; C I is given by0 0
st y1G u t s f c u y f j , u j , u9 j dj ds, .  .  .  .  . .H H0  /a a
 . where c u s c is a real number depending continuously on the function
.u defined as the solution of the equation
sb y1f c u y f j , u j , u9 j dj ds s 0. .  .  . .H H /a a
As proved above, we have that G is completely continuous and u is a0
fixed point of G if and only if u is a solution to the problem0
f u9 9 q f t , u , u9 s 0, u a s u b s 0. 4.1 .  .  .  .  . .
 . 1 . 1 .Since Range G ; C I , we have that if v ; C I is any open bounded0 0
set whose boundary ­v is free of fixed points of G, then
< 1 1deg I y G , v , 0 s deg I y G , v l C I , 0 . .  .  . .C  I .LS 0 LS 0 00
1 .Thus we can restrict ourselves to C I for the computation of the degree0
of I y G .0
On the other hand, let us consider the Cauchy problem
f u9 9 q f t , u , u9 s 0, u a s 0, u9 a s z 4.2 .  .  .  .  . .
 .  .and suppose that for each z g R there is a unique solution u t, z to 4.2
w xwhich is defined on a, b . Then we can define the map U : R ª R, by
U z s u b , z .  .
Ä .  .so that problem 4.1 has a solution u with u9 a s z if and only ifÄ Ä
Ä .U z s 0.
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We remark again that the result we present here will be later applied to
  . .the case when f s g see IP in Section 5 and so, the uniqueness we0 0
are assuming now actually occurs in that situation.
1 .Let V ; C I and G ; R be open bounded sets. Following0
w xKrasnosel'sekiõ and Zabreõko 16, Sect. 28.5 we say that V and G have aÆ Æ
 .common core with respect to the problem 4.1 if
 .  .i there are no solutions u of 4.1 with u g ­ V,
 .  .ii U z / 0 for all z g ­ G, and
 .   . 4   .iii the set z g G : U z s 0 coincides with the set u9 a : u g V
 .4is a solution of 4.1 .
Then we have the following.
1 .LEMMA 4.2. Assume that the open bounded set V ; C I and the open0
 .bounded set G ; R ha¨e a common core with respect to problem 4.1 . Then
we ha¨e
deg I y G , V , 0 s deg U, G , 0 . 4.3 .  .  .LS 0 B
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is omitted. It follows the approach considered
w xin 16 for the linear differential operators. In our case, however, some
modifications are needed in order to take into account the nonlinear
w xf-operator we are studying. The missing details can be found in 14 .
5. MAIN RESULT
We are now in a position to prove our main result. The notation we use
is that of Section 2.
THEOREM 5.1. Let f : R ª R be an odd increasing homeomorphism
onto R satisfying the lower and upper s-conditions. Suppose that g : R ª R is
 .continuous and such that A holds and let q : I = R = R ª R be a1
 . 1 .Caratheodory function satisfying A with e g L I . For A, B g R, define0
 .  .  .. .g t s B y A r b y a t y a q A. Then, there exists k* g N such that,
for each j ) k* the problem
f u9 9 q g u s q t , u , u9 , t g a, b .  .  .  . .
D .  u a s A , u b s B , .  .
 .  .has at least one solution u such that u t y g t has exactly j y 1 simplej j
 . 5 5  .zeros in a, b . Moreo¨er, u ª q` as j ª q`. In particular, D hasj
infinitely many solutions.
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Proof. To prove this result we make use of Lemma 1.1 and we extend
w x  .to our situation an argument in 3, 5 for the case f s s s. To this end, we
consider the following positions.
1 . 5 5  . w xLet X s C I with the ? -norm and let G s G u, l : X = 0, 1 ª X
be the completely continuous operator defined in Section 4 for the
 .  .  .  .problem P with f * t, u, ¨ , l s g* u, l q lq t, u, ¨ . Hence G sf * l
 .G ?, l is the operator whose fixed points are the solutions of problem
 .D . Consistently with the notations in Lemma 1.1 we definel
1 w xS s u , l g C I = 0, 1 : u is a solution of D . .  .  . 4l
1 .In particular, S ; C I , the set of fixed points of the operator G , is the0 0 0
set of solutions u to the problem
f u9 9 q g u s 0 .  . . 0D .0  u a s 0 s u b . .  .
From Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, there exists R ) 0 such that
 .  .  . 5 5i k u, l g N for all u,l g S with u G R, and1
 . y1 4 1 .i for each j g N, k j l S is bounded in C I .2
Thus, we can take an integer k such that0
5 5k ) sup k u , l : u , l g S , u F R 4 .  .0
and observe that, for any integer j ) k the set0
y1  4S [ k j l S .j 0
5 5is compact and u ) R for all y g S .j
Consider now the initial value problem
f u9 9 q g u s 0 .  . . 0IP .0  u a s 0, u9 a s a .  .
 .and denote its solution which is unique and globally defined in R by
 .  .  .  .u t, a . Note that u ?, 0 s 0, u ?, ya s yu ?, a and, by the energy
 .relation associated to the equation in IP , we have0
L u9 t q G u t s L a , ; t g R, .  .  . .  .0
 . x  .  w x w x.with G x s H g s ds see 19 and, with different notations, 11, 12 .0 0 0
Then we can define, for any a ) 0, the time-mapping
ds .R aÄT a s 2 , . H y1L L a y G s .  . . .0 r 0
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Ä  ..  .  .  .   ..where G R a s L a , R a ) 0. We note that T a s 2T R a ,0 g 0
 .where T is the time-map for a quarter of lap of the solution of IP asg 00
 . w xdefined in 2.4 and in 11, 12 . Set now
P s b y a rn : n g N . 4 .
Ä .  .  .Then u ?, a , with a ) 0, is a solution to D if and only if T a g P.0
5  .5  .Moreover, in this case, if also u ?, a G R, with R as defined in i ,1
there is an n g N such that
k u ?, a s n. . .
In the sequel we use the following notation. For any open set D ; Rq, we
define the open set
V D [ u g C1 I : L u9 t q G u t g L D , ; t g I . .  .  .  .  . 4 .  .0
 .  . < <Note that u g V D is a solution of D if any only if u9 a s z g D . 0
 .  .with u b, z s 0. From this it follows that V D and yD j D have a
Ä .  .common core with respect to problem D whenever 0 f D and T a f P0
for all a g ­ D. In this situation, by the duality lemma given in Section 4,
we can conclude that
deg I y G , V D , 0 s deg U, yD j D , 0 , .  . .LS 0 B
 .  .where we recall that U : R ª R is defined by U z s u b, z .
Ä q Ä .  .From Lemma 2.1 we have that T z ª 0 as z ª q` with T z a
continuous function for z ) 0. Then we can find k* ) k and z * ) R0
such that
b y aÄ Ä ÄT z * s and T z * ) T z , ;z ) z *. .  .  .
k*
Hence, for any integer j ) k*, we have that S / B. Let us set, for eachj
y Ä q  .  . 4 j G k*, z [ min z G z * : T z s b y a rj and z [ max z Gj j
Ä y y .  . 4z * : T z s b y a rj . Then it turns out that z s z * - z - . . . -k* k*q1
zy - zy - . . . and zq s z * - zq - . . . - zq - zq - . . . . Thusj jq1 k* k*q1 j jq1
we can take, for each j ) k*, a number c such thatj
b y a b y a
) c ) 5.1 .jj y 1 j
and find a minimal ay and a maximal aq with zy - ay - zy , andj j jy1 j j
q q q Ä y Ä q .  .z - a - z , such that T a s T a s c . We define nowjy1 j j j j j
Äw xD [ 0, z * j a ) z * : T a ) c . . 5j j
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y q Äw x w x  .Note that 0, a ; D ; 0, a . Let a ) z * be such that T a s c .j j j j
 .From 5.1 we know that
u b , ya - 0 - u b , a for j odd, u b , ya ) 0 ) u b , a for j even .  .  .  .
and thus we find
jy1 Ädeg U, ya , a , 0 s y1 , ;a ) z * : T a s c . .  .  . .B j
From this, using the additivity property of the degree, it follows that
deg U, yD j D , 0 s deg U, yay , ay , 0 .  . .B j j B j j
jy1q qs deg U, ya , a , 0 s y1 . . .B j j
y Ä  .indeed, we note that if b and g are such that a F b - g and T b sj
Ä .   .  . . .T g s c then deg U, yg , yb j b , g , 0 s 0 . Finally, let us setj B
ÄV [ D _ D s a ) z * : c - T a - c and V [ V V . .  . 5j jq1 j jq1 j j j
1 .Observe that V is an open bounded subset of C I with S ; V , for allj 0 j j
j ) k* and V l S s S . By the duality theorem and the excision propertyj 0 j
of the Brouwer degree, we have
deg I y G , V , 0 s deg U, yV j V , 0 .  .LS 0 j B j j
s deg U, yD j D , 0 ydeg U, yD j D , 0 .  .B jq1 jq1 B j j
j jy1 js y1 y y1 s 2 y1 . 5.2 .  .  .  .
Now Lemma 1.1 applies and guarantees the existence of at least one
 . 5 5  .solution u to problem D such that u ) R and k u , 1 s j. This inj j j
 .  .  .turn implies that u t y g t has precisely j y 1 zeros in a, b . More-j
over, as the functional k is continuous and therefore bounded on bounded
sets of solutions a bounded set of solutions is a relatively compact set in
1 .. 5 5C I , we conclude also that u ª q` as j ª q`.j
w xRemark. As shown in 3 , the continuation theorem we used can be
applied to prove the existence of solutions with a prescribed number of
zeros with respect to a wide class of boundary value problems including
.the Neumann's one . We notice that the same could be repeated here for
 .Eq. 1.8 .
We also point out that the assumption f odd could be removed in case
 .we replace A with the condition1
g x g x .  .
lim s lim s q`.
f x yf yxxª"` xª"` .  .
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The proof, for this slightly more general situation, would be more lengthy
 .and tedious especially with respect to the preliminary lemmas than the
one given above and for this reason we have preferred to present our
theorem for the odd f case.
6. AN APPLICATION TO RADIAL SOLUTIONS OF THE
p-LAPLACIAN IN AN ANNULAR DOMAIN
Consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem for the partial differen-
tial equation
< <D u q g u s h x ,u , x in A .  .p 6.1 . u s 0, x on ­ A,
 .  < < py2 .where D u s div =u =u is the p-Laplacian operator with p ) 1.p
w xWe assume that g : R ª R and h : a, b = R ª R are continuous func-
Ntions, with h bounded on its domain and A s B _ B ; R is an openb a
annulus with inner radius a ) 0 and outer radius b ) a we have denoted
N .by B the open ball in R of center the origin and radius R ) 0 .R
Then the following result can be proved.
THEOREM 6.1. Suppose that
g s .
lim s q`. 6.2 .py2< << <s ªq` s s
Then, there is a k* g N such that for each integer j with j ) k*, problem
 .  < <.6.1 has at least one radial solution u s u x with u ha¨ing preciselyj j j
w x < <j q 1 simple zeros in a, b . Moreo¨er, max u ª q` as j ª q`.x g A j
 .  < <. < <Proof. Let us set u t [ u x , with t s x . By standard facts, it
 < <.  .  .follows that x ¬ u x is a solution of 6.1 provided that t ¬ u t is a
solution to problem
N y 1¡
f u9 9 q f u9 q g u s h t , u , t g a, b .  .  .  .  . .p p~ 6.3t  .¢u a s 0 s u b , .  .
 .where, for p ) 1, f is given by 1.3 . Observe that f s f satisfies thep p
 .upper and the lower s-conditions as well. Using condition 6.2 that we can
rewrite now as
g s .
lim s q`, 6.4 .
f s< <  .s ªq` p
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 .we can suppose, without loss of generality that g x x ) 0 for x / 0, just
modifying, if necessary, g in a neighborhood of the origin and discarding a
 .bounded term from g to h. Thus, Eq. 6.3 takes the form
f u9 9 q g u s q t , u , u9 , t g a, b .  .  .  . .p 6.5 . u a s 0 s u b , .  .
where
N y 1
q t , u , ¨ s h t , u y f ¨ . .  .  .pt
Since 0 - a F t F b, and h is bounded, we can find a constant E ) 0 such
that
< < < < w xq t , u , ¨ F E 1 q f ¨ , ; t g a, b , ;u , ¨ g R, 6.6 .  .  . .p
 .so that condition 3.2 of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied.
<  . <Take now g : R ª R a continuous and odd function such that g s )0 0
<  . <g s for all s / 0 and define, as in Section 2,
w xg* s, l s 1 y l g s q lg s , with s g R and l g 0, 1 . .  .  .  .0
 .From 6.6 we have that Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 hold with respect to
 .Eq. D with f s f and A s B s 0. Thus, in order to have the validityl p
of Theorem 6.1 we need only to show that Lemma 3.3 holds true with
respect to
f u9 9 q f * t , u , u9, l s 0 t g a, b .  .  . .p 6.7 . u a s 0 s u b , .  .
 .  .  .  .where f * t, u, ¨ , l s g* u, l y lq t, u, ¨ , as in 3.3 .
To do this, we take advantage of a change of variables introduced by
w x w xFabry and Fayyad in 8 . Indeed, in 8 the authors define a modified polar
 .  .  .coordinate system based on the sin t and cos t s sin p r2 y tp p p p
functions which play the role of eigenfunctions for
f u9 9 q f u s 0 .  . .p p
 w x. w xsee 6 . With the positions in 8 and using the setting of Section 3, it is
 . 5 5possible to see that if u is any solution to 6.7 with u G R , then, for any0
m ) 0,
m1r p p y 1 f u9 u9 q f t , u , u9, l u .  .  .b p
k u , l s dt , 6.8 .  .H
p p y 1 f u9 u9 q mf u u .  .  .ap p p
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where
ds1r p .py1
p s 2 .Hp 1rpp0 1 y s r p y 1 .
 w x  . w x .See 8 for formula 6.8 and 6 for the definition of p .p
 .The interest in using formula 6.8 lies on the fact that the rotation
number turns out to be independent of the choice of the positive constant
m. Thus, we can consider m as a free parameter to choose at out best
 .convenience in order to obtain the estimates we need for k u, l .
 . < < < <Now, using 6.4 and g ) g , we can find for any L ) 0, a constant0
M ) 0, such thatL
g* s, l s G L pf s s y M ;s g R. .  .p L
 . w xOn the other hand, if H is a bound for h t, s with t g a, b and s g R,
then we have
< < < < < < < < y1 < < < <lq t , u , u9, l u F q t , u , u9, l u F H u q N y 1 t f u9 u .  .  .  .p
< < y1 < < py1 < <F H u q N y 1 a u9 u . .
Moreover, we observe that there exists L ) 0 such that for each L ) L
the inequality
2 N y 1 ay1 r py1s F p y 1 r p q L ps p .  .
 . pholds for all r G 0 and s G 0. Thus, using formula 6.8 for m s L , we can
conclude that for each L ) L, there is M ) 0 such thatL
< <L b y a M q H u t .b L
k u , l G y dt . . H p pp /< < < <p 2 p y 1 u9 t q L u t .  .  .ap
Then, using the fact that, for any fixed L ) 0,
< <M q H sL
lim s 0,p pp< < < <p y 1 r q L s< . <  .r , s ªq`
we have that for any L ) L, there is R ) R such thatL 0
L b y a .
k u , l G 6.9 .  .
4pp
 . <  .  .. < w xholds for each solution u to 6.7 with u t , u9 t G R for all t g a, b .L
ÄFinally, using Corollary 3.1, we can see that, for any L ) L there is RL
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Ä .  . 5 5such that 6.9 holds for each solution u to 6.7 with u G R . From thisL
last step, Lemma 3.3 follows immediately.
At this point, we have in our hands all the preliminary lemmas needed
to obtain Theorem 5.1 and so we can conclude that there is a positive
 .integer k* such that for each integer j ) k*, Eq. 6.3 has at least one
 .solution u having precisely j y 1 zeros in a, b , or, equivalently, j q 1j
w x 5 5zeros in a, b and moreover, u ª q` as j ª q`. Then the result forj
 .problem 6.1 follows.
Remark. In contrast with the use of the shooting method and also as
pointed out in the Introduction, we notice that our proof, based on the
continuation theorem contained in Lemma 1.1, does not require any
special assumption of regularity for g and h.
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